As I became a programmer at 33 years
psychology homework help

This story began December 2018.Maybe fatigue from the routine and boning business, and maybe
the middle-aged crisis, let me down to the thought of trying something new in life.What exactly?
I remembered that a long time ago, after my student, I dreamed of becoming a programmer.In
general, IT Schnika for me at that time were seeing soaks.Cool guys deciding what and how will be
in this world.If you want, then to become part of the IT world for me was something like youthful
dreams.And I am going with the Spirit, and decided to become a programmer in my considerable 33
years.
How to do it, yes quickly?Well, of course you need to go somewhere to learn.Began to look for info
on the Internet.Advertising a bunch, and there are almost no reliable information.How I studied and
got on a hexlet
At first I planned to find offline courses.But they were either too long for me - 9-12 months or too
expensive.For example, Offline Courses Front-End Development in intensive mode were offered for
3 months and 160 thousand rubles.What was not necessary for me.
Then I started looking towards online courses.Especially not delight, and not losing time, began to
buy everything in a row.HTML, CSS layout courses.Then Front-End Courses are JavaScript, React.I
passed at the same time 2-3 course in accelerated mode.Forces left a lot, and progress was almost
zero.Because stupidly repeating the teacher, as it turned out, it is impossible to learn anything.I am
knocked out.And once, lying through the endless reviews under the next Yutubov roller?I discovered
a link to the hexlet and a few comments that they teach well there.
I started at the same evening at the free courses, and two days later I bought a paid subscription.I
am really gagging.And, oh - Miracle!I went progress.I finally started programming.Myself!Although
on educational tasks, though very slowly!But the matter went.
I started learning JavaScript, passed about half of the profession.Then switched to PHP.I note that
the high-quality leap occurred as a result of the project under the leadership of the mentor.If you
have not tried yet - be sure to fit.
I note that I was engaged in about 60-70 hours a week.And so about 2-2.5 months.Keep in mind
that at such speed I planned to undergo a course on PHP for 4 months.If you are trained from
scratch, then it is unlikely to work faster.How I was looking for work
Now about the work.The approach to the projectile is the first, unsuccessful.How to look for work
without experience, and even at 33?Well, of course, the nakhp, I decided, and in December I slept

some kind of resume on hh.ru and began to actively spam.The response is almost zero.For three
weeks I was invited to the interview only once.It was very sluggish, and I was naturally not called for
work.Do not do since - it is very demoralizes, and there is a lot of time.
The approach to the projectile is the second - successful!After 2.5 months of active learning on the
hexlet and the completion of the first stage of the project, I resumed the search for work.This time
more consciously and technologically.What exactly did I make useful:
I started the account on GitHub.And laid out something there.First, I braided the site, and laid out
the layout.Secondly, I ruined 10-15 educational tasks with interviews and laid them out.Thirdly, I had
one completed project from a hexlet;
I compiled a detailed summary.And besides technologies, added a description of technical and
non-technical skills.Examples: "I easily find a common language with all project participants, we will
perform the tasks responsibly, with the observance of the deadlines";
The accompanying letter was made in which the A4 sheet retold his resume.By the way, at the
beginning I wrote individual accompanying letters.There was a lot of time, but a little sense.So I
quickly switched to one universal accompanying letter;
For the first time I was responded only on the Junior position, which was wrong.There is very high
competition.And sometimes frankly looking for slaves on galleys, which was not included in my
plans.For the second time I began to respond at all on all vacancies, including on Senior
developers.This logic was that if they are looking for an experienced programmer, then perhaps the
vacancy is for a beginner.
In the author, this approach worked.Several days were going to go, and from the second week I was
flooded!Every day 1-2 interviews.By phone, in the office, test tasks for mail.And on the second
interview I was offered a job!How came out interview
The interview took about 3 hours.The first hour we talked with the head of the organization.Then I
gave me a test task - 2 PHP tasks.One basic one, it was necessary to independently deal with the
CURL library, and to silence data.Second - on the knowledge of the REST API.Naturally, I didn't
know anything, I was looking for on the Internet, I pumped and somehow did.And half an hour, we
were concerned how and when I am ready to start work.I returned home, and I was already waiting
for my first job-offer !!!
It was delight!A total of 3 months, and I go from scratch to a new job of almost my dreams.The
company where I started working, is engaged in IT-consulting, introduces and integrates web
applications for its customers.In such an atmosphere and the team, we grow very rapidly "Wishing" get acquainted with the stack of technology, with applications.Although not very much it turns out to
go deep into.
But Euphoria passes quickly, especially when you get a salary of three times less than you got used

to earn.But I did not despair.I will say honestly - the first job look really more complicated than the
next.And yes, it will probably have to work for a low salary first.I was ready for this.But I did not plan
to stop long in one place.After a month and a half I honestly admitted to myself that some progress
was still achieved, and you need to think something further.And what to think - you need to act
....How I moved to the Middle-Developer's position on a new job
The approach to the projecture is the third - salary doubling.According to the proven scheme resume on Hedkhanter, accompanying letter, interviews.Total, in a week of search, I pass 3
interviews on the Middle PHP programmer, I get three proposals for work.With a salary two times
higher than mine.In the author, I chose the place where it seemed to be more comfortable.Now I
work as a web developer for almost a month at the new job.I get a lot.I intend to pass all the
back-end courses on the hexlet, and continue to grow!Important Council
And finally, I want to tell another thing about one thing, which by the way is not taught on a hexlet
(so far), but which often gave me a competitive advantage on interviews and in work.The fact is that
any IT technology exists not in vacuum, and the goal of customers is the profit of business.And it will
not achieve this goal, the customer will not be using bare technologies, but with the help of business
applications.Which can and should be learned.And for this it is not necessary to be a high-level
programmer!For example, specifically, in addition to PHP and JavaScript, I tried to figure out:
With the main chassis CMS: Bitrix, OpenCart, WordPress.Especially Bitrix (D7!);
Basic CRM systems: Bitrix24, RetailCRM, my warehouse, AMOCRM;
And specifically for the back-end I was very useful to 1c knowing at least at the user level.
I finish my story on this.And to all who are in the search, who in the learning process - I wish good
luck!And the road is asset going!
Sincerely, Sergey Ampilov

